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New Exhibitions Opening:
Thursday October 22, 2020 11am – 4pm

Exhibition Runs:
October 22 - November 21, 2020
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Closed: Sundays &
Mondays

Imaginary
Places

Elizabeth
Greenberg

“With my camera, I explore as an archeologist of
memories and myths. I look for evidence of secrets, to
tell stories of magic, mystery, love, loss, and memories
of things never seen. My photographs suggest fictitious
memories of moments and places as imagined, as if I
am the first to discover them. The images are of what is
not there, but for me.”
Elizabeth Greenberg is an artist and educator living on
the coast of Maine. She is an explorer of places and
memories of that which has never been seen.
Elizabeth’s passion for photography is her guide for
living a life and career immersed in a daily conversation
about looking at and making pictures.
She is the Provost at Maine Media Workshops +
College and teaches in all programs at Maine Media,
including a workshop in Hawaii.

Biophilia
Kerry Michaels



Ruthie Noble
Abe Peck

Janet Raffel
Amy Tinkle

Nancy Ziegler

For Kerry Michaels taking photographs is about the joy
of seeing deeply and intensely. Biophilia is her
celebration of truth and beauty found in the natural
world.
Kerry Michaels is a fine art and commercial
photographer and writer, living in Freeport, ME.
Specializing in landscapes, gardens and food, she has
photographed five books and her work has been
featured in many magazines and websites.
Before moving to Maine, she co-produced and directed
the award-winning historical documentary River of
Steel, about the building of the New York City subway.

Trice
Stratmann

Ceramic
Artist

Trice Stratmann is a ceramic artist who creates vases,
containers, platters and bowls using both thrown and
hand-built methods. She is a certified Master Gardener
and her long-time love of organic plant forms inform
her work. Trice is drawn to making ceramic pieces that
can stand alone as a beautiful object as well as making
functional ceramics. In this body of work, Trice has
harnessed the beauty, grace, texture and shape of
plants from her own gardens to create a swan song to
the life of the garden. She uses a speckled cone clay that
has been fired in an electric kiln.
 

Additional Exhibitors
The Pop-Up space for the Maine Jewish Museum has an additional corridor made

available to us to exhibit work by artists who have been past exhibitors at MJM.
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The mission of the Maine Jewish Museum is to honor the contributions and diversity
of Maine's Jewish immigrants in the context of the American experience. Through

exhibits and programming, the Museum seeks to build bridges of appreciation and
understanding with people of all backgrounds.

Join us in celebrating Jewish ART, HISTORY and CULTURE in Maine.
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